
SPaG
Remember punctuation saves lives! 

As you can see, it is important to keep practising your SPaG knowledge and understanding. 

Each day complete 3 SPaG questions or, if you prefer, you can complete them all in one go.  



Day 21 - questions

1.  Underline the subject in each sentence below.

All  of  the  children  waited  patiently  in  the  queue.

Despite  the  weather,  Emma  was  excited  to  race.

We  hid   quietly  behind  a  large  wooden  gate.
______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Write down the object in each sentence.



Day 21 - questions

2.  Circle the most suitable relative pronoun to complete 
the sentence below.

I waved at the gardener ____________ had nearly 

finished mowing the lawn.

what                     that                     who                    whose

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Write down all the verbs in the sentence.



Day 21 - questions

3.  Rewrite the sentence below in the simple past tense.  

Remember to punctuate your answer correctly.

She buys bread for lunch.

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Rewrite the sentence in the present progressive tense.



Day 22 - questions

1. Tick the sentence that is written in the past perfect 
tense.

CHALLENGE: Rewrite the first sentence in the present perfect tense.

1

2

3

4

Tick one

______
1 mark

They are sailing on the lake.

You have travelled a long way.

We were watching the birds.

She had walked over the bridge.



Day 22 - questions

2.  Circle the conjunction in each sentence below.

As  she  crossed  the  finish  line,  Polly  beamed  with 

excitement.

He  wanted  to  become  a  class  captain  but  it  was 

very  close  race.
______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Which is a subordinating conjunction?



Day 22 - questions

3.  Explain how the different prefixes change the meaning 
of the two sentences below.

The room was reheated.

This means that the room ________________________

______________________________________________

The room was unheated.

This means that the room ________________________

______________________________________________
______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: How would using the prefix pre change the meaning?



Day 23 - questions

1. Tick the sentence that is a command.

CHALLENGE: Write a command that could be the first step in instructions 
on how to play a game of catch.

1

2

3

4

Tick one

______
1 mark

Can you fetch the newspaper soon

You should fetch the newspaper after work

Fetch the newspaper from the shop

I forgot to fetch the newspaper today



Day 23 - questions

2.  Circle both determiners in the sentence below.

Although  most  of  the  class  were  ready  to  leave,  

two  children  arrived  very  late.

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Add some information in brackets after children.



Day 23 - questions

3.  Replace the underlined word or words with the correct 
pronoun.

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Add a subordinate clause to the first sentence.

During the holidays, my sister visited a theme park.  

My sister hates rollercoasters but I really love 

rollercoasters.

(a)

(a)



Day 24 - questions

1. Tick the sentence that is punctuated correctly.

CHALLENGE: Write your own sentence using a colon to explain which 
countries you would like to visit in the future.

1

2

3

4

Tick one

______
1 mark

I visited lots of: European countries Poland, Spain and Italy.

I visited: lots of European countries: Poland, Spain and Italy.

I visited lots of European countries: Poland, Spain and Italy.

I visited lots of European: countries Poland, Spain and Italy.



Day 24 - questions

2.  Tick one box in each row to show whether the underlined 
word is a subordinating or coordinating conjunction.

CHALLENGE: Write down as many coordinating conjunctions as you can.

Sentence
Subordinating 

conjunction
Coordinating 
conjunction

a) We made a cake and a loaf of 
bread.

b) When we had finished, we tidied 
up.

c) The cake was burnt although it 
still tasted good.

______
1 mark



Day 24 - questions

3.  Complete the sentence below by inserting a relative 
pronoun.

Everyone laughed at the clown ____________ nose

had fallen onto the floor.

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Add a relative clause at the end of the sentence.



Day 25 - questions

1. Tick the option that shows how the underlined words in 
the sentence below are used.

Most of my new friends were going to the party.                                   

CHALLENGE: Change the word party to a noun phrase that makes sense.

1

2

3

4

Tick one

______
1 mark

as a subordinate clause

as a fronted adverbial

as a noun phrase

as a main clause



Day 25 - questions

2.  Write the correct label in each box.

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Add a subordinating clause to the sentence.

Earlier, the whole class sat and waited in silence.

Verb

A

Adjective

B

Noun

C

Adverb

D



Day 25 - questions

3.  Rewrite the sentence below in the past progressive 
tense.  

Remember to punctuate your answer correctly.

I live in Scotland.

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

______
1 mark

CHALLENGE: Rewrite the sentence in the past perfect tense.


